
Ian Berry’s master-mentor relationships and professional services overview
Helping you to discover, decide, and execute the one remarkable idea, inspiration or insight 

that will move you from where you are to where you want to be.

You’re the master, I’m your mentor. For more about this concept please watch the 4 
minutes and 45 seconds video at http://www.ianberry.biz/master-mentor-relationship/
where you can also check out the signatures of my work with you namely: 

while what I say is important, it's nowhere near as important as what you hear yourself say 
to yourself, and then do your own unique work, 

and the spirit of something better - I’ll be respectful and honouring of what has been and 
is, yet always with the intention that we are in the continuous pursuit of something better 
and turning great into remarkable.

Our process
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Objectives, Measures, Value

Before we begin working together we’ll agree on the results/outcomes you require, how we 
will measure your progress towards achieving them, and the value of succeeding to you 
and your business. Agreed value determines your investment which is paid monthly  in 
advance, meaning you can decide to continue or cease our relationship  on a monthly 
basis.

Methodologies

We’ll initially meet in person once a month for a minimum of three months for 90 minutes 
each time.

Every week we will check-in and explore your progress towards achieving your objectives 
at a scheduled time for 15 minutes using Zoom technology or telephone. We will use a 
written execution plan for achieving your objectives (that we will create together) as a 
focusing tool for our candid and convivial conversations. 

You can telephone or email me at any time. Please note that as a general rule I respond to 
emails first thing in the morning and last thing in the evening (business hours) and return 
phone calls within 2 hours (or earlier when I’m not engaged with a client).

You’ll receive your signed, numbered, limited edition copy of The Appreciative Leader 
handbook and have ongoing access to the companion resources website and The 
Appreciative Leader Community online platform.

Mentors

I believe successful mentors have the ability and willingness to:

✓ Ask profound questions and the self discipline to not necessarily give answers.

✓ Actively and reflectively listen and understand in non-judgmental and non-prejudicial 
ways.

✓ Engage in dialogue that inspires others to take action in their own way.

✓ Share experience in ways others will find valuable in making their own decisions and 
taking action in their own way.

✓ Be silent as others focus and think through their issues.

✓ Give sound advice but more to encourage people to find their own way forward.

Recent/Current Clients

                          ! Darren Rix and key staff members                             

! ! ! Narelle Mason and members of her Finance and Operations teams     



! ! ! Chris Packer and Leigh Pettit

! ! ! Troy Beaston and key members of his leadership team   

! ! ! Jamie Wilson and members of his sales team.                

! ! ! Chris Pike, Leanne Perryman, Shaan Briggs, Damian Waight

Ian Berry

Better Business Results At Less Personal Cost  For Purpose-driven business 
owners and leaders since 1991.

My other professional services can be standalone, or integrated with mentoring.

Master-mind Groups

Presentations

Events

0418 807 898     ian@ianberry.biz     www.ianberry.biz 
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Key areas of expertise

Catalyzer for leadership, management, and culture learning, unlearning, and relearning 
that results in accelerated appreciation and accountability that lead to improvements in 
how people feel valued, live values, and deliver value. These lead to better business 
results at less personal cost, and therefore greater life/work harmony. It follows that 
communities, cities, states, nations, world become better too.

You’ll find more references at http://www.ianberry.biz/about/.

Telephone numbers are provided on request.

I’ve had the pleasure of working with Ian for close to two years in one-on-one and group 
settings. Ian’s unconventional in his approach (refreshing!) but works to a brilliantly simple 
yet powerful philosophy that centres around our experiences as human beings (shocking I 
know!!). He’s a purpose and values-driven mentor and team builder who I’d recommend 
to anyone.

Chris Pike, General Manager – Culture & Community, Surf Coast Shire Council
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